CIRCULAR

Campus Placement Drive for Shree Navkar Tradecom Pvt. Ltd.

GTU ITAP is organizing campus drive for students for these required details are as follows:

About Company:

Shree Navkar Tradecom Pvt. Ltd. is enjoying the character of being one of the front-line exporters from India of all types of Agricultural commodities, Spices, Spice Powders, Pickles & Khakhara, etc. And a whole range of products and ingredients that are an important part of Indian cuisine has won an acclaim far and wide from all leading Agricultural commodities importers alike from across the world.

Formed in 2008, Shree Navkar Tradecom Pvt. Ltd. is growing as a professionally managed firm. SNTPL have always believed in growth and strive to become pioneers in the similar line of business. We have been situated in India, & It is our mission to give you the product which performs. SNTPL is always endeavor to give the best product quality to our esteemed customers. We have cherished our customers by giving them Agricultural commodities that are established by virtue of their performance, exactness, availability and development.

Vision of the Company:

With a view to upsurge as a top-line global exporter by delivering wide-range of high-quality Indian foods items under-one-roof and thereby enhance Indian foods with irresistible flavor for the world to enjoy.”

Company Name: Shree Navkar Tradecom Pvt. Ltd

1. Vacancy of EC and Embedded engineer for Ahmedabad Location

B.tech & M.tech students with EC and Embedded

Knowledge of Embedded software on ARM Cortex A7/A8/A9 based SoC or ARM Cortex M0/M4, PIC, TI MSP430, Atmel MCUs
Managing peripherals like Ethernet, USB, SPI, I2C, Video, Audio, WiFi, Bluetooth, SD card, etc.

Salary Upto 10,000/- to 30,000 /- As per knowledge and Experience

Job - Full time

Numbers of hiring - 15.
2. Vacancy of Sales Executives for All over Gujarat Location.

No specific Degree Required. Only Sales and marketing Skills required.

Salary Upto 17,000/- to 35,000 /- As per knowledge and Experience

Job - Full time

Numbers of hiring - 100

Last Date of Registration: 29-12-2019

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/DNBWibapZUYY1GQ96

For any Query contact on,

ITAP (Integrated Training & Placement)
Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
07923267550/582
itap@gtu.edu.in

-Sd-
I/C ITAP Head